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(Received 11 December 1995)
A novel laser-plasma-based source of relativistic electrons is described. It involves a combination
of orthogonally directed laser beams, which are focused in a plasma. One beam excites a wakefield
electron plasma wave. Another locally alters the trajectory of some of the electrons in such a way that
they can be accelerated and trapped by the wave. With currently available table-top terawatt lasers,
a single ultrashort-duration electron bunch can be accelerated to multi-MeV energies in a fraction of
a millimeter, with femtosecond synchronization between the light pulse, the electron bunch, and the
plasma wave. Both analytical and numerical-simulation results are presented.
PACS numbers: 52.75.Di, 29.25.Bx, 41.75.Lx, 52.40.Nk

The recent development of compact high-peak-power
lasers [1] has spurred renewed interest [2–4] in electron
acceleration by the use of the ultrahigh-electric-field gradients (.10 GeV/m) of laser-driven plasma waves. Because they are not limited by dielectric breakdown, their
electric field gradients are 3 orders of magnitude higher
than those in conventional RF linacs. The physical mechanism underlying them is simple. When an intense laser
pulse propagates through a plasma, its so-called ponderomotive force displaces plasma electrons. Since this force
is proportional to the laser intensity gradient, it will be directed primarily in the longitudinal direction if the laser
pulse length is much shorter than its focal spotsize and primarily in the transverse direction in the opposite case. Because the ions remain stationary, due to their much larger
inertia, a residual charge imbalance results after the laser
pulse passes by. Thus a large amplitude plasma wave will
be “resonantly” driven in the wake of the laser pulse if its
pulse width approximately equals a plasma-wave period.
The resulting electrostatic laser wakefield propagates in the
same direction and at nearly the same phase velocity as the
group velocity of the laser pulse.
Normally, electrons oscillating in the plasma wave
under the wave-breaking limit cannot be accelerated
by the wakefield since they are out of phase with it.
Electrons that are not part of the plasma wave, however,
can become trapped—i.e., continuously accelerated—by
the plasma wave, provided that they are moving in the
correct phase at nearly the phase velocity of the wave
[5]. Since this velocity is close to the speed of light, it
is generally thought that the required preacceleration can
be accomplished only with a conventional linac. In this
paper, we show instead that it can simply be done with an
additional laser pulse. The basic idea is that once a laser
wakefield is excited by the longitudinal ponderomotive
force of one laser pulse (the pump pulse), the transverse
ponderomotive force of a second, orthogonally directed
laser pulse (the injection pulse) can then be used to locally
alter the trajectories of some of the plasma wave electrons
such that they become in phase with the wave’s electric
field and thus accelerated to the trapping velocity [6].
0031-9007y96y76(12)y2073(4)$10.00

By permitting the use of laser wakefields in the injection stage, this concept not only dispenses with the need
to merge two dissimilar technologies, as in proposed hybrid systems [4], it also significantly increases the capabilities and applications of plasma-based accelerators. It
is easier to synchronize in phase and overlap in space the
processes of electron injection and acceleration by employing the same basic mechanism for both. Improved
electron beam emittance may result from the increased
field gradient in the first acceleration stage, by minimizing the time during which electrons are nonrelativistic and
thus most susceptible to space charge effects. A device
based on this concept can be used either as a stand-alone
accelerator system or as an injector for either conventional
or plasma-based high-energy accelerators. Both the energetic electrons and the high-energy photons into which
they can be converted have numerous industrial, medical,
and scientific applications. For instance, this technique
produces a single ultrashort-duration (fs) electron or x-ray
pulse (without the need for pulse selection or beam compression), which is synchronized with an ultrashort laser
pulse, and thus suitable for the study of ultrafast dynamics
[7]. This is 2 orders of magnitude shorter duration for a
single pulse of electrons than ever produced by a conventional linac [8].
We begin by calculating the trapping threshold. Although multiple pulses are more efficient [9], for the
sake of simplicity we will first consider single-pump-pulse
wakefield excitation [2,3], assuming pump and wake to be
copropagating along the z axis. The pump laser pulse is
described by a  eA' yme c2 , where A' is the transverse
vector potential of the pump. Denoting F and yg as the
electrostatic potential and the group velocity of the wake
respectively, the 1D governing equation for the wakefield
plasma wave, characterized by a plasma frequency vp , is
given by [2] " √
!21y2
#
1 1 a2
d2f
2 2
 kp gg bg 1 2 2
2 1 , (1)
dz 2
gg s1 1 f 2 d
where f  eFyme c2 , bg  yg yc ø bf , gg  s1 2
bg2 d21y2 ø gf , and the plasma wave number kp  wp yc.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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The electric field of the wake experienced by background
electrons and their momentum in the plasma wave are
py2 out of phase with each other and thus almost no
electrons can be trapped. However, if the amplitude of
the electric field of the plasma wave is very large, a
small amount of dephasing of the electron momentum
with respect to the field can result in the trapping and
acceleration of these electrons.
Thus the next step is to send an injection pulse along
the y axis into the plasma channel. Assuming the injection pulse has a Gaussian profile both temporally and
spatially, and is described by the pulse width t, and the
beam radius at the focal point r0 , as well as amplitude
b0 , then the normalized vector potential for the injection
pulse b can be written as b  benv sz, tdeisvt2kyd , where
benv sz, td  b0 expf2szyr0 d2 g exph24fst 2 tc dytg2 j, tc is
the time the peak of the injection pulse crosses the z axis,
and the v is the laser frequency. The focal point of the injection pulse is at z  0 and y  0. The ponderomotive
force of the injection pulse in the transverse direction [10],
2
Fpond  fsme c2 yr02 dzys1 1 b02 y2d2 gbenv
sz, td, which is in
both positive and negative z directions, produces bidirectional drift motion of the electrons in the plasma wave.
Those electrons that obtain a ponderomotive drift velocity in the same direction as the pump pulse are velocity
dephased with respect to, and injected into, the wakefield.
If this velocity exceeds a certain threshold velocity, then
the electron will be trapped in the wakefield.
In order to get the approximate functional form for
the change of the dimensionless relativistic momentum
Dsgbd of the electron, denoting tp as a plasma period,
tytp ø 1 is assumed, which asserts that the injection
pulse is essentially a d function in time. Using an
electron whose plasma oscillation center is z  r0 y2, the
ponderomotive force assumes positive maximum value.
The injection pulse produces
(2)
Dsgbd  Dp0 dst 2 tc d ,
p
where Dp0  py2 exps21y2db02 ty4s1 1 b02 y2d1y2 r0 .
Equation (2) describes the injection process as instantaneous at t  tc allowing electrons to make a transition
across the separatrix. This assumption can be justified if
r0 of the injection pulse is on the order of lp , much larger
than excursion distance of the electron, z0 ø slp y2pdf.
The argument of the d function determines vp tc , the
phase of plasma wave when the electron has the sudden
jump of its momentum. Because of the d function
in Eq. (2), the momentum of the electron experiences
discontinuity at t  tc and is dephased with respect to
other background plasma wave electrons. Aliasing gb
with p, we have a new value for the momentum of the
electron p 0  pstc d 1 Dp0 . We link this momentum
with the injection energy ° required for
¢ trapping [11],
2
he 1 1ygf 2 bf j e 1 2ygf ej1y2 j,
where
G  gf
e  fmax 2 fstc d.
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Equating p 0 and sG 2 2 1d1y2 , we have the threshold
amplitude for the injection pulse
S
f1 1 s1 1 16yS 2 d1y2 g1y2 ,
(3)
bth 
2
p
where S  8yp exps1y2dhsG 2 2 1d1y2 1 Dp0 j, which
is the dashed line plotted in Fig. 1.
To test the concept in greater detail, by using background instead of test electrons and including the effect of
the plasma-wave electric field, the relativistic equation of
motion, with the Lorentz force, is solved numerically in
two dimensions,
d
sgme vd  qEepw 1 Fpond ,
(4)
dt
where g  f1 2 syycd2 g21y2 and Eepw is the electric
field of the plasma wave in z direction, and the electron
moves in the y-z plane.
We make the following assumptions: The group velocity of the wake yg is approximately equal to c and is a
constant (the quasistatic approximation); there is linear polarization for the injection pulse along the z axis; no wake
is produced by the injection pulse; and the plasma wave
channel is one dimensional. A value of a0  1, corresponding to f  0.7, was used. By varying the values
of both tc and b0 , it is found, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 1, that tc significantly affects the threshold amplitude
for the injection pulse bth since it provides synchronization between the acceleration phase of the wake and the
ponderomotive push by the injection pulse. The solid line
in Fig. 1 represents the results of a set of simulations obtained by varying a0 but with tc held constant at its optimal
value tc  1.95tp (see Fig. 1) which corresponds approximately to the maximum of the potential overlapping the
peak of the injection pulse as it crosses the z axis. Since
the injection pulse not only has a transverse ponderomotive force but a longitudinal force as well, it can increase an

FIG. 1. The trapping threshold bth plotted vs the plasma-wave
amplitude f. The dashed line represents the results of Eq. (3)
and the solid line, Eq. (4). The trapping region is above the
curves. The results of PIC simulations are shown by the two
points; the error bars are from finite temperature effects. Inset:
bth vs tc , valid only along y  0.
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electron’s momentum in the y direction, orthogonal to the
desired direction, that of plasma-wave propagation. However, the relativistic momentum conservation law asserts
that bz and by must satisfy by ys1 2 bz2 2 by2 d1y2  C,
where the constant C is a measure of the effect of the longitudinal ponderomotive force, which is 0.374 in our case.
This constant of motion prevents electrons from drifting
in the y direction out of a 1D plasma channel (repw ¿ lp
where repw is the waist size of the channel). Once injected,
by decreases as the electron is accelerated. For instance,
the transverse displacement after t  40tp was 10 mm or
a distance of lp , and after t  80tp it was only 1.3lp .
In order to fully test the principle of optical injection,
including the effect of the injection pulse’s wake, a
particle-in-cell simulation (PIC) was performed. This
particular code [9] has one spatial and three velocity
dimensions and is fully relativistic. The pump pulse has
wavelength 1 mm, and pulse length 10 mm, or 33 fs. The
injection pulse is linearly polarized such that its magnetic
field is set to be parallel to that of the pump pulse. The
injection pulse has a spatial profile given by a Gaussian
shape with a spot radius of 5 mm. The spatial domain
size for the simulation is 10lp .
A simulation was run with a0  1 (f  0.7) in order
to compare with the results from Eq. (4). The position and
the intensity of the injection pulse were varied in order to
find the optimal trapping threshold intensity. A value of
bth  1.6 was found by increasing b0 until we obtain one
or more trapped electrons. Figure 2 shows the velocity
of one of these trapped electrons as a function of time,
along with the phase space trajectory plotted in the inset
of Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the gradual velocity
dephasing along the z direction by the injection pulse gave
the electron enough boost for trapping. This value of bth
and another obtained at a lower value of fsa0 d are both

FIG. 2. (a) The velocity of an electron in the plasma wave
without injection pulse, and (b) the velocity of an electron that
becomes trapped, plotted as a function of time (in units of a
plasma period tp ).
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plotted as points in Fig. 1. Since they agree with the values
predicted by a 2D solution of Eq. (4) (the solid line), it
appears that the assumption of only one spatial dimension
in the PIC code has a negligible effect on bth .
Figure 3 shows the output from a simulation with
b0  2; shown are the pump intensity a, the wakefield,
and the longitudinal momentum sgbdz of a number of
the simulation electrons. The field of the pump and
the wake are normalized to the quiver velocity. The
pulse width of the injection pulse is equal to tp . The
normalized momentum sgbdz distinguishes the electron
beam from fast background electrons. Electrons that are
not trapped by the second bucket (circled), 70 fs behind
the pump pulse, fall into the next buckets. The plasma
wave appears to be damped by beam loading. In an actual
2D case, more buckets could be filled as the injection
pulse traverses the plasma wave. However, with tight
focusing for the injection pulse, injection should only
occur over a depth of focus centered on the z axis, which
in this case is approximately equal to a laser spotsize or
a plasma wavelength. Thus the 1D simulation is a good
representation of the 2D case.
Since the first two injected electron bunches have different average energies, it is possible to use a magnetic
field to pick out only the first one. It has an average energy of 13.6 MeV, with an energy spread of 2.3 MeV,
or 17.3%. Its pulse length is 10 fs, or 3 mm. During
the simulation the electrons travel approximately 160 mm,
implying an average field gradient of 0.85 GeVycm,
which is 85% of the maximum field gradient 1 GeVycm.
Of course, a longer acceleration distance results in a narrower energy spread, both in absolute terms (from bunching) and relative terms, from higher final energies. For

FIG. 3. A PIC simulation with an injection pulse of b0 
2.0; shown are the pump intensity a, the wakefield, and the
longitudinal momentum sgbdz of a number of the simulation
electrons. By generating a series of “fresh” acceleration
buckets, the pump laser pulse, propagating from left to right,
is leading the trapped electrons out of the region disturbed
by the injection pulse at z  30 mm, indicated by the arrow.
The main part of a group of electrons that were trapped in the
simulation is circled.
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instance, after 250 mm, the average energy is 21.2 MeV,
with an energy spread of 1.3 MeV, or 6%.
The actual number of trapped electrons in 3D can
be estimated based on the number trapped in the 1D
simulation and assuming a trapping volume determined
in the following manner. Based on Eq. (4), we estimate
a trapping length along z at y  0 approximately given
by lz , 4.0 mm. In the PIC code it was found to be
lz , 2.0 mm. We can account for this narrowing by the
observed spatial-profile modification of the plasma wave
by the injection pulse. (Only 8% of the electrons in this
region were actually trapped in the simulation.) Because
of the change in phase (tc ) that occurs as the laser pulse
and the plasma wave propagate in orthogonal directions,
lz will be reduced off axis, eventually vanishing at y 
61.7 mm mm . Both lz and ly can be increased either
by increasing b0 well beyond bth or by use of longer
injection pulses, which increases the time over which the
ponderomotive force acts.
It only remains to determine the trapping length in the
direction perpendicular to the plane of incidence lx . We
assume loose focusing of the pump pulse and a circular
focal spot size diameter of 50 mm (corresponding to a
pump power of 13.4 TW). Cylindrical focusing could be
used for the injection pulse such that it could be focused
tightly to a width of 10 mm along z, but loosely to a
length of 50 mm along x, to match the diameter of the
pump (corresponding to an injection power of 11 TW).
(Also, by producing a uniform intensity gradient in the z
direction, cylindrical focusing gives those electrons located
along the entire x axis, not just at x  0, a boost only
in the direction parallel to the z axis.)
Thus, using
lx  50 mm, we estimate a value of greater than 108 for
the number of trapped electrons. This number can be
increased by injecting electrons that are derived not just
from the background, as discussed above, but also from the
process of photoionization. Instead of using a fully ionized

FIG. 4. A PIC simulation with a second antiresonant pump
pulse to create only a single acceleration bucket, and thus a
single electron bunch. Same parameters as in Fig. 3 except
t  3lp for the injection pulse. The arrow pointing z  30
indicates where the injection pulse passed through.
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plasma (as above), one would use a medium with deeply
bound inner shell electrons, which have an appearance
intensity for tunneling ionization [12] below that of the
injection pulse but above that of the pump pulse, a topic of
a future publication.
In another simulation, as shown in Figure 4, by using a
second antiresonant pump pulse [9,13] to create only a single acceleration bucket, we have eliminated the electrons
that get trapped in the later buckets. This also permitted
the use of a longer duration (t  3lp ) injection pulse, reducing its longitudinal ponderomotive force and thus the
electron energy spread, but without filling more than one
bucket. The same result might be achieved with a single
pump pulse by using beam loading to damp the wave.
In this paper, using both analysis and PIC-code simulations, we have demonstrated a new concept for linear
acceleration of electrons, in which a laser optically injects
electrons into a wakefield plasma wave. One conclusion
is that the threshold intensity of the injection pulse for
trapping decreases with increasing f until the point where
f ø 0.6 (corresponding to where the injection beam has
a comparable intensity to the pump beam b0  a0 , 1),
after which bth becomes independent of f.
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